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Methods are presented for the construction of new indecomposable definite 
quadratic forms over E from given ones. For example, the well-known positive 
definite even unimodular form of rank 8 is shown to belong to an infinite family of 
inequivalent indecomposable forms of rank 8. The arguments involve the use of 
nonorthogonal sums of forms, with special attention to the effect of these sums on 
irreducible vectors. .~ 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
A rational quadratic form Q is decomposable over 7/ if it is integrally 
equivalent to the sum of two forms in disjoint variable sets, and 
indecomposable otherwise. If Q is positive definite then Q is integrally 
equivalent to an essentially unique sum of disjoint indecomposable forms. 
We will view Q as acting on a Z-lattice; i.e., a free Z-module of finite rank. 
In this context he above decomposition result has a stronger form: Every 
Z-lattice on a definite quadratic space over Q has a unique splitting into an 
orthogonal sum of indecomposable sublattices. This was proved by Eichler in 
1952. 
Mass formula considerations show that there is a great abundance of 
indecomposable attices. But there is no algorithm available for deter- 
mining whether a lattice is indecomposable, nor are many techniques 
known for the explicit construction of indecomposables. This paper is a 
contribution in the latter direction. For further discussion of indecom- 
posable quadratic forms, see Milnor-Husemoller [8] and O'Meara [9-11 ]. 
Notation and terminology will generally follow that of [9]. In particular, 
if Q is a quadratic form with associated symmetric bilinear form B, then 
Q(v) = B(v, v) for each vector v. A lattice L is integral with respect o B and 
Q if B(x, y) ~ Z for all x, y ~ L. We will assume that all lattices are integral. 
The minimum of a lattice L with respect to Q is the value minL - -  
minoL=min{]Q(v)110~veL};  a minimal vector v~L  satisfies [Q(v)l = 
min L. A nonzero vector v ~ L is reducible in L if there exist nonzero 
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vectors x, y eL  such that v=x+y and B(x, y)=0;  otherwise v is 
irreducible. 
We will use Q's, with or without subscripts, to denote quadratic forms, 
and similarly subscripted B's for the associated symmetric bilinear forms. If 
more than one form is present we may prefix certain adjectives with the 
relevant form: Q-minimal vectors, Q-indecomposable lattices, and so on. 
We will write (L, Q) if otherwise confusion might arise over which form on 
L is being considered. The symbol ~ denotes direct sum of lattices, while 
2_ denotes orthogonal sum of quadratic lattices. A form Q on a lattice L 
can be extended to a form on a direct sum L~)M by defining Q(x+ y)= 
Q(x) for all x~L,  y eM.  We will assume that forms given on direct 
summands have been extended to the indicated irect sums in this way. 
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over Q. Recall that a quadratic 
form Q on V is positive definite if Q(v) > 0 for all v ~ 0, and positive semi- 
definite if Q(v)>>.O for all vr From now on "form" means "positive 
quadratic form." If Q1 and Q2 are forms on v then so is Q = Ql + Q2. If Q1 
is definite then Q is definite, and Q(v)>>.Ql(v)>O for all v4:0. If Q1 and 
Q2 are forms on the lattice L then mine L>~minQIL+minQ2L; equality 
holds if and only if Q~ and Q2 have a common minimal vector in L. 
The following lemma is proved by a well-known argument of Kneser 
[63. 
LEMMA. Let L be a Z-lattice on a definite quadratic Q-space V, and let 
= {v 1 ..... v,} be a basis for L. I f  (i) L is indecomposable, then (ii)for each 
x, y E B there is an ordering x = zl ..... zt = y of ~ such that B(zi, zi+ 1):~0 
for 1 <<. i ~ t -1 .  Moreover, if B consists of irreducible vectors, then (i) and 
(ii) are equivalent. 
WELDING THEOREM. Let (LI, QI) and (L 2, Q2) be a indecomposable 
Z-lattices; say L~ ~- A~ ~ Mm(Z) and L2 ~- A2 ~ Mn(Z) with respect o bases 
B t and ~2, respectively. Let X~ Mm, n(Z), with X# 0, and define a form Q 
onL=L l•L2by  
\x'T A2/ 
with respect o • = B~ w B 2. Suppose Q & definite and the vectors & B are 
irreducible in L. Then L is indecomposable. 
Proof Since the vectors in B1 and B 2 are  irreducible in L they are 
irreducible in L1 and L2, respectively. Now apply the lemma. II 
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I thank Bill BonDurant  for strengthening part (i) of the following 
theorem. 
STRETCHING THEOREM. Let L be a Z-lattice on which a definite form Qo 
and a semidefinite form Q~ have been defined, and let Q = Qo+ Ql. 
(i) Let mo=minQo L and m~=min(Q l (L ) -{0}) .  Suppose x is a 
Qo-irreducible vector in L with Q(x) < 2(mo + m~ ). Then x is Q-irreducible. 
(ii) Suppose L is Qo-indecomposable and has a basis B of vectors 
satisfying the condition on x in part (i). Suppose (L, Q~)-~diag(cl ..... c,) 
with respect o B. Then L is Q-indecomposable. 
(iii) Suppose L is Qo-indecomposable with a basis B of Qo-minimal 
vectors. Suppose (L, Q1)~-diag(cl ..... c,) with respect to B. Then L is 
Q-indeeomposable. 
Proof (i) Suppose x is Q-reducible; say x = y + z, with y and z nonzero 
and B(y, z )= 0. Then 
Q(x) = Q(y) + Q(z) = Qo(y) + Qo(z) + QI(y) + Q,(z) < 2(too + mi), 
with Qo(y)+ Qo(z)>.2mo. Without loss of generality we can assume 
Q~(y)<ml,  and hence Q~(y)=0.  Since QI is semidefinite, y is in the 
Ql-radical of the space QL, so B~(y,z)=O. But O=B(y ,z )= 
Bo(y, z )+Bl (y ,z ) .  Hence Bo(y, z )=0 and so x is Qo-reducible, contra- 
dicting the hypothesis. 
(ii) Let [B = {Vl ..... v,}. By part (i) the vectors vi are Q-irreducible. 
Since L is Qo-indecomposable, condition (ii) of the lemma holds for B o. 
But Bo(vi, vj)=(Bo+Bl)(vi ,  vj) for i~ j .  So L is (Qo+Q~)- indecom- 
posable. 
(iii) Let IB= {v~ ..... v,}. Here each matrix describing a form on L 
does so with respect o ~. Choose a e S, such that c~(1)~< e,(2)~< ... ~< e~,), 
and for each k satisfying 1 ~< k ~< n define a form Qk on L by 
(L, Qk) ~ diag(0 ..... 0, e~r ), 0, ..., 0), 
where C~(k) is in the a(k)th place. Set Qto) = Qo and Qtk) = Qo + QI + "'" + 
Qk. Each Qtk) is definite, because Qo is definite. We claim: For 0 ~< k ~< n, 
each v e B is Qtk)-irreducible, and L is Qtk)-indecomposable. (Proving this 
will finish the proof of the theorem, because Q = Q(,).) From the hypothe- 
sis the claim holds for k = 0, because minimal vectors are irreducible. 
Now argue inductively. Assume the claim holds for some k < n. Put m o = 
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min(L, Qo)=min(L,Q(k)); and note that C~tk+l)=min(Qk+l(L)--{O}). 
For all v ~ ~ we have 
Qck + l)(v) = Q(k)(v) + Qk + l(v) <. mo + c~tk + l) < 2(mo + C~tk + 1 ))" 
Hence the claim follows from part (ii). II 
COROLLARY. 
diagonal matrix 
Suppose L is a Z-lattice with form Q given by a triple- 
1.. d2 . . " l  , 
"" " "" "'i "dn 
with d t >~ 2 for all i. Then L is definite and indecomposable. 
(,) 
This follows from part (iii) of the Stretching Theorem upon taking 
(L, Qo) as the instance in which d i= 2 for all i. 
Remarks. (i) In the corollary, the case n = 1 is trivial, and the case n = 2 
can be deduced from the classical reduction theory of binary forms (see 
Dickson [2, Theorem 56]); for n = 3 and 4, special cases appear in Zhu 
and Shao [15, Lemmas 2 and 4]. 
(ii) From the corollary we know that the form with matrix 
( i  1 i )  61 
is indecomposable. This form (and equivalent forms) is missing from the 
table of indecomposable t rnary forms on p. 398 of Conway-Sloane [ 1 ]. 
(iii) None of the matrices in the corollary is unimodular; in fact, if 
D, denotes the determinant of the upper left k x k block of (,), then an 
induction argument shows that Dk < Dk§ ~ for 1 ~< k ~< n-  1. But elemen- 
tary row and column operations how that (,) is equivalent (in the sense 
of invariant factor theory) to a matrix of the form diag(1 ..... 1, det(,)). 
Therefore at each prime p the localization Lp  is "almost" unimodular, in 
that it has a unimodular Jordan component of rank >~n- 1. 
(iv) In the corollary, if we allow dk ~> 1 (still insisting on definiteness) 
then unimodularity can occur, and in this situation Leighton and Newman 
[7] have shown that a lattice of the form (,) is completely decomposable; 
i.e., it has an orthogonal basis. 
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Let dl ..... d8 be integers ~>2. Then the Z-lattice EXAMPLE l. 
dl 
0 
1 
(L, Q) -~ 
0,  
d2 0 1 
0 d3 1 
1 1. d4 1. 
"" ' .  l 
" 1 'd8 
is definite and indecomposable. This follows from the Stretching Theorem 
by taking Qo to be the instance in which d t . . . . .  d8=2. Then 
(L, Qo) - F8, the unique definite even unimodular Z-lattice of rank 8. (See 
Serre [13, p. 51]. We have made a trivial adjustment in the matrix entries.) 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider a quadratic Z-lattice (L, ~ 6 Qo) = (3 3) with respect 
to the basis {Vl, v2}. Then L is indecomposable. (In fact, L~(  2 ~) with 
respect o {v~- v2, v2}, so L is the familiar "hexagonal" attice.) A stretch 
of a diagonal coefficient leads to the new quadratic lattice (L, Q) - (6 ]) 
with respect to {/)1,/)2}. But then (L, Q) -~(3)1  (3 )  with respect to 
{v l -  v2, v2 }. Thus, increasing the diagonal coefficients of an indecomposable 
form without conditioning the associated lattice basis need not yield another 
indecomposable form ! 
A construction similar to those of the corollary and Example 1 can be 
carried out by taking (L, Q0) to be the Leech lattice. 
EXAMPLE 3. In this example we weld together F8 and the Leech lattice 
A24. We have min/'8 = 2 and min A24 = 4; moreover, each of these lattices 
has a basis of minimal vectors. This is well known for/ '8. For A24, take 
as basis the rows of the generator matrix for A24 in Conway-Sloane [ 1, 
p. 133], except replace row 1 of the matrix by the first row minus the 
second. Let BI = {/)1 ..... v8} and B2 = {w I ..... w24 } be these bases for F 8 
and A24 , respectively, and let Q1 and Q2 be the usual forms on these 
lattices. (So, with the convention stated before the lemma, Q1 + Q2 is the 
induced form on F8 _1_ A24. ) Define a form Q3 on Zva~Zw! by the matrix 
of all ls with respect o {vs, w~ }, and consider the form Q = Qa + Q2 + Q3 
on L=Fs~)A24. Claim: (L,Q) is indecomposable. The Stretching 
Theorem yields that F8 and A24 are indecomposable with respect o the 
restrictions of Q. The claim will follow from the Welding Theorem once we 
check that the vectors in B~ w B2 are Q-irreducible in L. The vectors in BI 
are Q-irreducible because Q(vi)~3 for 1 ~<i~<8 and min o L=2.  Now 
suppose some we B2 is reducible in L; say w=zl + z2 with B(Zl, z2)= 0, 
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Q(zt)  = 2, and Q(,z2) = 2 or 3. Write Zl = yl  + yz with yl  e F 8 and Y2 E A24. 
Then 2 = Q(Zl)  >1 (Q I+Q2) (z I )  = QI (y l )+Q2(y2) -  If y2 ~0 then 
Q2(y2)>~4, a contradict ion; therefore y2=0,  and hence z~=ylsF8 .  
A similar argument shows that z2~/ '8 .  But this contradicts the fact 
that 21+z2=wEA24.  Therefore every vector in B2 is irreducible in L, 
as desired. 
A similar construction can be carried out using F8 |  for example, in 
place of A 24- In fact, F8 |  is indecomposable,  by results of K i taoka [4, 
Sect. 2; 5, Theorem 1]; and, by a theorem of Steinberg [8, p. 47], it has 
min imum 4 and hence a basis of minimal vectors. 
Remark.  Erd6s and Ko [3]  have explored a notion of nondecom- 
posabil ity of definite forms, which is generally stronger than indecom- 
posabil ity. (Zhu [14]  has recently shown the concepts to be equivalent in 
the unimodular  case.) In part icular they give a procedure for l inking 
certain nondecomposables of ranks m and n to produce a new nondecom- 
posable of rank n + m + 1. 
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